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ALL GREEK: ZEUS,
PANDORA, SAPPHO
AND EPIMETHEUS.

slaughter of the innocents by
politicians and generals who hid
behind codes of respect now
thankfully shrugged off.
Well, despite the padlock on the
car park we knew we were in the
right place (a) from the Roller (b)
from the flour. It is true we were
not all there; Puffer went wrong
in Downe, Tosser got lost with
his hash sheet in his boot, but
at least both joined us at the
drink stop. Invisible Man and
Arfur Pint did not rejoin us until
the Circle was over...
And so to the hares. First an
apology - oh yes, the Onsex are
highly self-critical. Scribes are
entitled to some licence; our
readers do not expect greater
veracity than from your average
journalist (and guess how much
that is....). For all that: today’s
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there’s a good boy). As
punishment Zeus had a fellow
god create the most beautiful of
women, Pandora, and sent her
as a gift to our hero’s brother,
Epimetheus. Warned never to
accept anything from his GM,
this latter politely refused; so
Zeus chained Prometheus to a
rock where a vulture tore at his
liver every day. (It grew again
during the freezing nights).  You
try serving on a committee with
our GM! Nobly, Epimetheus
married Pandora: “as foolish,
idle and mischievous as she
was beautiful, the first of a long
line of such women”. She
opened a jar which Prometheus
had used to hide all the plagues

hares had asked Spingo last
week to collect the mugs on
their behalf . What Kelinchi had
set up for this week I really
don’t know.
Now for some Greek mythology.
You have all heard of Pandora,
if only from Adrian Mole, but
there was much more to her
than a box, yes indeedy. Zeus -
read the GM - was wroth with
humankind, and when cheated
in his choice of which half was
best of a sacrificial bull (he fell
into a simple trap laid by our
hero Prometheus) he decreed in
his anger that we should all eat
our flesh raw. (Steak Tartare at
the pub). But Prometheus stole
fire from heaven by lighting a
torch at the sun’ s chariot  and
removing it concealed in a
fennel stalk. (Eat up your herbs,

which might affect mankind: Old
Age, Labour, Sickness,
Insanity, Vice and Passion. (I
trust all this rings a bell....) Only
delusive hope was left to ensure
the human race did not commit a
general suicide, the rational
thing to do really.
It is all a bit misogynistic, I
admit..... By the time we got
back to the bucket (Ponce in 1hr
48; some took over two hours)
to find Epimetheus and Pandora
cheerfully contemplating our
misery at the end of a sodden
trail where almost all the checks
were straight ahead - and were
duly solved by Ponce; what an
effort it took Velcro, FRB and
Doug the Tub even to keep in

touch! - the general mood was
one of collective suicide. This
run the Onsex were rebuked for
not describing  in the Rag as a
Demonstration Run! Well, I
suppose it demonstrated some
of the less attractive scenes of
NW Kent; WANK (who lent us
a couple of oddballs, one with a
singularly tuneless horn, the
other who “knew” the trail and
went wrong  before the drink
stop) are welcome to keep it.
The stand-in RA (yes, the
Onsex were again left to run the
circle) identified Mrs Robinson
and her friend as the SH3
Sapphic tendency, and Helga
was given the handle “Ice
Maiden”.        ON ON FRB.

Very nineteenth century....
There we were at the cradle of
evolutionary theory - does the
hash actually evolve at all? -
and unable to enter our car park
exactly like “Love locked out”
(oh come, I am sure you
remember the painting); so we
celebrated Remembrance
Sunday with a silence in the
lane. This took the other
motorists aback; since we had
had to park on the verge, and
the lane was scarcely wide
enough for a single car, our
presence was distinctly
disconcerting....
In what sense is Remembrance a
19th C relic, do I hear you ask?
Answer, the whole of WWI was
a throwback to the Victorian
order: an abuse of patriotism, of
authority, of  deference: a
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Receding Hareline:
Run 1440

Date 17-Nov-02

Hares Kelinchi

Venue Elstead

On On The Moat
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HARES NEEDED FROM 29th DECEMBER

1441 24-Nov Bonn Bugle / VACANT? TBA

1442 1-Dec Xmas Hangover & Lionel
Tye Memorial Whisky
Sampling: Dr. Death &
Low-Profile.

TBA

1443

1444
1445

8-Dec

15-Dec
22-Dec

Gilbert

T-Total
Ear Trumpet

Cranleigh/
Shere?
Steep
TBA

Guildford Hash House Harriers Xmas Do
Sat 14t h December,  West Horsley Village Hall Only £7.50

SURREY H3 CHRISTMAS PARTY
SATURDAY 30TH NOVEMBER

Ramada Hotel East Horsely, Cost £33. Accommodation
B & B : Sharing £29.95 Single £35

Low Profile Tel 01730 814289
bruggen@ukonline.co.uk

Wanted: “stub ends” of whisky
(you know, that 3” of golden amber left in the bottom
of a bottle) to add to the Lionel Tye memorial
collection - only single malts need apply! Bring to the
Christmas party for inclusion in the “Tasting” at the
hangover run.

 Subject: What women want in a man!!!
 Original List (age 22):
 1. Handsome   2. Charming   3. Financially successful
 4. A caring listener  5. Witty  6. In good shape
 7. Dresses with style  8. Appreciates finer things
 9. Full of thoughtful surprises
 10. An imaginative, romantic lover

 What I Want in a Man, Revised List (age 32):
 1. Nice looking (prefer hair on his head)
 2. Opens car doors, holds chairs  3. Has enough money
for a nice dinner  4. Listens as much as he talks
 5. Laughs at my jokes   6. Carries bags of groceries with
ease  7. Owns at least one tie  8. Appreciates a good
home-cooked meal  9. Remembers birthdays and anniver-
saries.  10. Seeks romance at least once a week.
(To be continued, into the real ages of our Harriettes.)

Directions:
Travelling south on A3, take exit to Elstead on B3001. At Elstead
Green, just past the Woolpack pub in village, take left turn along
Thursley Road. The Moat car park is on left, just outside village
about two miles along the Thursley Road.
There is an alternative: continue on A3 to the (difficult) right turn for
Thursley, drive through Thursley village, go right at T-junction and
on north to car park on right.


